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ABSTRACT

This study deals with the function of focus in Oromo~ It
attempts to show the different mechanisms in which focus
functions are renlized. Dik (1978) developed the theory of FG
with the view point of functional nature of a language. It
is stated in his study that ~agmatic Function is one of
the three levels of Functional nations. Focus is regarded
as one of the four ~agmatic Functions. Focus presents what
is relatively the most important or salient inforrn~tion in ~
given setting. Even though Focus is a universal f~ture of
any language~ ~he types, the scopes, the functions and
distribution of Focus vary from l~nguage to language. The

:'distribution of fostudy examines the types, the scopes, the functions ..;..llu."il.l.
Oromo in the light of Dik (1978) and (1989).

The study has three chapter.: In CMp~r;l.One ,.~a; &tatement the
Significance, the Objectives, the Limitations and Methods of the
study are introduced. In addition, previous related studies in
Oromo are also included. The theoretical framework of Functional
Grammar with the aim of introducing the basic concepts of FG in
general and the treatment of focus a~ a pragmatic function in
particular are described in Chapter Two. The Third Chapter
discusses the various focus functions in the language. The
focalizing devices, the types, the scopes ~nd functions of focus
are raised and discussed. Finally, the study presents the
summary of the preceding chapters.
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1. Rayya Oromo

2. Wollo··,;Oromo

3. Wollegga Oromo

4. Sho~ Oromo

5. Harar Or omo

6. Arsi Oromo

7. Borena Oromo
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1,.1 .~y to Abbreviatio~.2.

A

Ag
FG

Addresseo
Agent
Functional Grammar

d dofinite
FfJi Focus f'1D.rkor
Foc Focus
Go Goal
imp imperfective
ind indefinite
nom nominative
E}>.

Obj
P

Noun phrase
Object position
pioce of information

pi'
~

perfective

Subj
Spoaker
subject
VoicodV'd

Vls Voiceless
'If. Verb phro.se



1~2 ~Y to Symb~

Clause initial position
Left dislocated position
Arbitrary category or function
First person singular
Socond person singular
Third person singular

3p1 Third person plural
Arbitrary predicate
Differontial or variation
Zero function
Singular
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CHAPTEH Ol\l~

INTRODuc'rION

1.1 Sto.teTIl0l1t-2f....!h£.. study

This study is an attempt to examine tbe nuture of
focus constituents in Oromo following the theoretical
framework of Dik (1978). Reference is also made to Dik
(1989) Functional Grammar, horeafter FG. It is hoped
that tho knowledge of the function of focus in Oromo would
fo.cilito.teour understc.nding of structures designating
tho most important or salient information in Oromo
discourso. The study presents the informational status
of focus constituents involved 1:!ithin tho 'lrlidorcommunictive
setting in which they occur alonG with their types and
functions. In Goneral tho study concontratos on:

0.) the focalizing devices
b) the types of focus
c) the scope of focus
d) the function of focus
e) tho distribution of focus

1.2 Sigpificance of the study
The Oromo language is spoken widely in Ethiopia. It

is also Qile of the throe major Languages of the country, in
terms of tho numbor of its speakers. Estimation of the
number of speakers of Oromo in Ethiopia vary to 0. considoro.ble
extent. According to MoL. Bender (1976), for oxamplo, thoy
o.re estimated at 8 million, while o.ccording to BQXter as
stated in Stroomer (1987:1) they are about 26 million.
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It is notod that the language has at least soven
regional dialects! (Stroomer, 1987: XI).

This study may have the follO\ving contributions:

1. It may open new perspectivos for the general study of
the language and for the subject matter which relates
grammatical structures to meanings, language use and
situational contexts.

2.. It may help in the preparation of Or-ono language manuals
wh i.ch presuppose discourse analysis, error anaLys Ls and

,
analysis of learners1necds.

q., It may contribute to the study of other Qushitic
languages or dialects.

1.3 9bjoctivoof the study

Even though it is believed that considoration of
pragmatic featur, .:is important in the systematic study of the
language, most of the studies made on Oromo so far have not
boon concerned with this aspect of tho language. The main
objective of thd.s study is hence to describe such functional
aspects.

1.4 Limitation and scope of the study

The present study is limited in at least two wpys:

1.. It is limited to types, scopes and fuctions of focus in
the Oromo of Ethiopia.
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2. it is theorotically limited to tho pragmatic approach.

1.5 Methods of the study
Since pragmatic functions aro largoly dependent on

linguistic expressions or verbal intoractions betw~~n
spoakors and addressees, most of tho matorials usod in the
study aro results of field work with native speakers of the
language. The r~corded utterances are ano.lyzed in light of the
desired objectivoo

In addition to the recording of 'lo.ta,writton documents
such as news-papers and books were oxamined for the contextual
moaning and uses of particles, words , and focus markers. Oromo
radio pnograms were also monitorod in ardor to observe the
variations in focalizing expressions. In addition to this,
my native intuition of the language ho·S been used. Nazareth,
my home town, is the place whore tho Eastern dialect, one of
the seven dialects shown in the map abov is spoken. It is
also a town where many Eastern Oromo speakers such as those
from the Arsi and Bale people como together for various purposes.

Tho studios of the Oromo language, as Andrzej Zaborski
,(in Bender et al, (1976:67)) stated go back to the 17th
century, that is, to Hiob Ludolf's study of Oromo,
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Starting from that time onwords a number of foreignors
such as Germans, Italians, Americans, Britisbers and French
have tried to study' the language and its dialects. Joint
studies of Oromo \lere also made by Ethiopians and foreigners.

Particular o..ttentionwas given by the department of
Ethiopian languages and literature wh i.ch encourages its senior
students to describe the various languages of Ethiopia,
including Oromo.

Because of this, a number of Ethiopians have done a lot
in the descriptive study of the language.

According to Baye (1986), the studies may be broadly
classified into thro~ types on the basis of their content and
purpose~ Those comprise dictionaries, pedagogica~ grammars,
and descriptive sketchos. In addition to those thore are
proverbs, foD{ tales, religious verses, and translations of
the Bd.o.Le , However, this review is limited on'Ly to v.,rorkc.
related to focusG

A closor examination of the Oromo of Borena was made by
Andrzejewski's (1959) in My Recent Rosearch into the Gall~
pialects. His attention was on the comparison of four southern
Oromo dialects and their tonal differences.

Lccording to this study tone patterns are correlated with
grammatical forms, and not with lexical items. He also deals
with the different functions of the verbal prefix hin-. The
contextual [Jeanings of hin- in reference to tone is 9-lso
discussed .•
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The article 'Galla t written by ~1.L.Bender, Mulugeta
Ettafa and Llo~d Stinson (1976) deals with the gram~ar of the
Oromo language in general. iiccording to this study the 'iarb of
Oromo is composed of two main forms- the imperfect and the
perfect. These two forms give emphasis to aspect rather than
to tense. The derivati on of verbs and tho change s that take
place in the process are pointed out. In the section dealing
with syntax, nouns, adjectives, pronouns and verbs aro described
vlith their syntactic propertios. The f'o rma L vwrd order of
OrOLlO in a simple sentence is also sho\Vn~ According to
~he study, tho constituent which represents the emphasis comes
at the initial position of a sentenco. The stud~ ~lso points
out that temporals and determiners ofton precede the subject.

Even though this study does not use the term IIfocus"to
indicate tho most important or the salient information, it
has pointed out one of its manifestations, that is, word order.

Gene r-;;!,:;g.' ..~. Oromo of Hollega (197G) summarizes the studies
of the Oromo language. In his introduction, he divides the
previous studies of the O~omo language into:

a) earlier observation
b) missionary Gfforts
c) secular efforts
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This article deals with the phonology, the morphonology
and the syntax of the ~ollega Oromo~ In f2ct, it is one of
the works that has pointed out the presence of focus markers '
in Oromo. According to this study, focus is identified by
such particles as ~, -llee,~, -oo.and such elements
follow Nps; and other particles follow ¥Fa (predicates).
Bocause his objective is just to describe the general features
of the language, Gragg did not go into the further discussion
of focus, focalizing d@vices, their types, and their scope.

Jonathan Owen's (1985) study of the grammar of the aroma
of Harar describes the phonology, the morphology and the
syntax of this dialoct. He points out the presenco of tone-
High and Low. According to his study ~ is a focus marker 5_
in the aroma of Ha r-a r , Howevor, he does not ShO\'1other types
and the functions of focus.

A paper under the title liTheprefi2S.J.lJni!.l....!Jollegp..Orom.otl

by John Saeed (1989) is a recent study of the focus of this
language.

Saeed describes hin-as an affirmative and negative focus
marker in the verb. He points out that there are affirmative
focus and question focus. However, he does not mention types
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and the scopes of focus mGrkers and tho existence of other
focalizing devices such as prominence, word order, and
focalizing particles such as -!Q and -;Q,Q;.

Thero are different studies made by Ethiopians. Among
these is B~e's (1988). "Focus in Oromorl is one of his recent
works and the only one of its kind by an Ethiopian. It is the
same in objoctive but different in its approach from the
present study.

In his study Baye uses the gonerative model of 0homsky
(1976,1981,1986) and Hilliams (1977)~ He argues that the
rules which assign the feature focus, operate at the level
of LF (Logical For-m) , He also classifies focus into
presentational, informative and contrastive types, in relation
to the four major syntactic categories of the language. he
also observes that the feature is -~ in NPs, hin- in VPs
and Do. in PPs. He has also shown that focus is structurally
expressed in the form of cleft constructi6n.. Regarding the
analysis of cleft, he assumes ~ base generated approach.

He concludes his work by saying that constituents which
have been identified by syntactic (grammatical) features at
the level of sentence grammar are realized with pragmatic
features at the level of discourse grammar.
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The present study recognizes more focus markers other
than ~-,hin- and Da. Unlike the previous works this study
uses the functional framework of Dik (1978 and /1989). It
also deals with the scopes and typos of focus.
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According to \Ilsq·) Tola, (1981: 12), the consonant and
vowe.L'Phoneme s of Oromo are the folloTtTing:

Table 1 Consonant Phonemes,

Bil~bial Labio Denal Alveolar Palatal Velar Glot~l

Ejective VIa pI t' kl

Plosive VIs t k ?

Pl.osd.ve Vd b d g

Implosive D

Fricative VIs f s ~ b

Africate VIs ~Cl

Jifricate Vd j

Nasals m n 'fi'

laterals I

Flaps r

Semi Vowels~; W y
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Vowel Phonemes

FRONT CENTRAL BACK

[ !

~/HIGH i I u

t ,

MIDDLE e /
0 ,

r

",La\'! a

The Phonemic symbols consistently used in this study are
shown in the phonemic charts above. But the initial phonemes
of proper nouns are capitalized. Besides, vowel length and
gemination are indicated by doubling the vowel or the consonant
phoneme.



NOTES

1. Uhile Bender, MeL, et 0.1. (1976) points ?ut that
Oromo of Ethiopia has eight region01 dialectsfnnmely Mecha.
Tullema, Wello; Raye.,Eastern, Arsi, Gujji nnd.Borenn,
Stroomer (1987:XI) says that the language has seven regional
dialects. He shows the distribution of those dialects in
his map quoted at page iii of this study 4



1.:~
C}T-L'~PI'ER THO

Functional GraL1nar

Since the theory is based on FG the resoarcher believes
that a brief theoretical introduction of the framework is
necessary. Therefore, in this section I shall attempt to
introduce the theoretical framework of Dik (1978 and 1989)~

Dik (1978:v) believes that Functional Grammar has the
following properties.

i. Language is regarded as an instruf.1entof social
interaction.

ii. It makos a crucial use of three different levels:
the semantic, the syntactic and the pragmatic levels.

iiio It starts with the construction of abstract underlying
predications on the basis of predicate frames'
contained in the lexicon.

ivo Such underlying predications are mapped on to
linguistic expressions by means of expression rules
which specify the form and order in which constituents
with given functional and categorial properties can
O!7 must appear.

v. It avoids the uses of transformations in the sense
of structure changing operations.

Pi.t ha (1980G.:265) in reviewing D'i.k, notod that the goal
of Functional Gramnar is the description of the rules of
communication~ He said that semantics and syntax merely
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serve this basic functione Dik is aware of the impossibility
of describing pragmatics without semantics and syntax. His
proposal for the description of these two domains, ioe~
syntax and semantics, is governed by rules of FG, i.eo rules
of communicationo

In hi.sl1Theory of FGl1 Dik (1989:26L!-) states that FG
is one of the linguistic theories which treat the languhge
from the point of view of its communicative functions. Thus,
the theory accounts for the system of a langUlge\ from a

functional point of viewe In this type of grammar functional
notions of the different levels play essential roles.

Functional linguistics2 as Garvin (1963) argues, is
an approaCh to the o.nalysis of linguistic structure in which
emphasis is givon to the communicative function of the
elements, in addition to their relations. Kuno (1980:177),
defines functional syntax as a sub-orea of functional ..
linguistics in which syntactic structures are analysed with
emphasis on their communicative functions. liealso adds that
functional syntax is in principl independent of various
current models of grammar su h as Standard, Extended
Standard and Revised Extended Standard theories of Generative
Grammar, Relational Grammar, Case Grammar, Tagmemics and
so one
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Each grammar must have a place or places where various
functional constructions on the well....formedness of sentences
or sequences of sentences can be stated, and each theory of
grammar can benefit from utilizing a functional perspective
in the analysis of concrete syntactic phenomena. Therefore,
in theory, according to Kuno (1980:118) there is no conflict
between functional syntax and, say, the Revised Extended
standard tl1eory of Generative Grammo,r. In actuality, however,
with respect to analyzing a given linguistic phenomenon,
disagreements often arise on whether a given linguistic
phenomenon should be stated as a syntactic or non-syntactic
p.rob.Len ,

2.1 Methodological principles of FG

One of the aims of FG is to provide the means and
principles by which Functional Gramgar should conform to
standards of adequacy, in particular to descriptive adequacy3.
Dik (1979:6) says that FG should be evaluated in terms of
three standards of explanatory adequacies.

1) Pragmatic adequacy
2) Psychological adequacy
3) TypologicQl adequacy
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201.1 Pragmatic adeguac~:- As montioned above, FG is
concerned largely with the pragmatic theory of language in
verbal interactions. Therefore, it is one of the aims of
FG to reveal those properties of linguistic expressions
which are relevant to the m~nner in which they are uSBd.

Accordingly, FG is believed to provide means of
explicitly relatiug facts like questions and their appropriate
answers to contextual meaning, and interpretations to the
stated questionse

2.1.2 Psychological adeguacy:- According to the
functional paradigm, language is an instrument of social
interaction. Since its primary function is communication,
it requires psychological properties to fulfill the desired
function. In this regard, Dik (1978:8) claims that FG
stands a fair chance of more closely approximating
psychologic~l adequacy than other theories of language do.

28103 Typological adeguacy;- A theory which is assumed
to work at least for a great number of languages should be
regarded as typologically adequate, i.e., it should be
capable of providing grammars for typologically quite
different languages while at the same time accounting for
the sL~ilarities and differenoes between these languages.
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2.2 FG and its descriEtive devices: with respect to the power
of its descriptive device, from the very beginning FG proposes
to narrow down the range of descriptive devices allowed. It
does not introduce strong descriptive devices to constrain
their power again. This objective can be achieved to a greut
extent in three ways:

No tranpformations:- FG does not allow
tr~nsforDational operations in the sense of structure
changing rules. However, it does not exclude structure
sensitive operotions4 as long as they are not structure

2. A

/\
B C

f
D

1. A

/ '\
BB C c

The rule ~hanging 1 into 2 is a transformation if it is
structure sensitive in being conditioned to apply, for
instance, only to those constituents of type C wrri.ch are
dominated by some constituents of type A. But the rule
changing 1 into 3 is transformation by virtue of permutationa.l
operation5 applied to the input structure. It is clearly
seen that there is ~ fun4amental difference between these
two rules.
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Therefore, FG allows rules of type 1~2 i.e. structure
sensitive expansion rules, and does not allow rules of type
1 to 3 nor any othe~ kind of structure changing rules.
Howeve.r, FG also allows for the deletion of variables under
specified conditions; and this is the only structural change
o.llowed.

2.2.2 No filtering device~:- methodologic~lly the use of
filtering devices gives great freedom in the forrnul~tion of
rules, for the undesired part of the output can be filtered
away by applying appropriate constraints. However, FG avoids
the use of filtering devices. For any types of structures,
FG will aim at defining construction rules wh i.ch Lraned i.atie Ly

generate the targen set of well formed expressions.

The t:r:,eatIJentof lexical items:- Even at the
deepest level, constructions in FG o..rebuilt up from
predicates which occur Us lexical itcms of the language.
Thore is no analysis of lexical items in terms of purported
IIlanguage independentll concepts. And there are no
predicates in the underlying representations6 defined by
FG for linguistic expressions.

2.30 EEnctions and categorial propertie§ of FG:_ The rules of
FG formulated in terns of both functional and categorial
propcrties of constituents. The differences between
functions and categories are sho~~ as follows:
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~) 'the old man' is a noun
'the old Dan' is a subject

The categorial statement in (a) l7I&kessense as it stands.
A descriptive predicate like 'being an Npl is a one place
predicate which tells us something about the intrinsic
properties of constituents. Categories are non-relational
notions.

The functional stateDent (b) however, does not make
sense as it stands. This is because a descriptive predicate
like tlbeing a subjectll is not a one place :9redicate.7 Such
a functional stateQent with a two place predicate tells us
some thing about the relation betwoon SODe constituent and
the construction in wh i.c h it occurs. Thus, it is mean i.ngf'u.l,

to say: 'the old man' is the subject of lthe old Dan ran
aVlQ.y';on the other hand, it does not tlake sense to use ~
categorial expression in such a two place statement as
'the old manl is an NP in ·The old nan ran away' 0

FroEl the above notions, we can generalize that
categorial statements specify the internal properties of
constituents, while functional statenents specify the
relational properties of constituents with respect to
constructions, in which they occur. But both are needed in
linguistic expressions.
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2.4 9.Ff5anizationsof FG (Levels of nem:'esen~3.tions2

1.. Semantic functions: l',.gont,Goal, Recipient, etc.
2. Syntactic functions: Subject and Object
3~ Pragmatic function: Theme and Tail., Topic and Focus

Since the topic of this research is to study the
pragmatic function of focus in general and the focus function
in particular, it is not necessary to define at this point
the first two levels of presentationso On the other hand,
the present study is expected to clefine and state clearly
what pr-agna+i.c function Deans.

2.5 Pra5matic functions:- Language is regarded in the first
place as an instrument by which people can enter into
communicative relations with one another. From this point
of v i.ew language is primarily a pr-agnat i,c phenomenon, a

systemQ.tic instrument USGd for communicative purposes.

Ji.ccordingto the functional vie"V',the structure of a
language cannot be adequately understood if these pragmatic
purposes are left out of consideration. rrhe concept of
pr-agmatLc inforr.ation shows that the study of syntax and
semantics should be carried out against the background of
pragmatic conventions which determine the use of language
in verbal interactions. According to Dik (1980:46), Syntax
is subservient to aenarrt Lcs and semantics is subservient to
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pragmatics. Pragmatic information specifies the informational
status of constituents within the vJi<1econmun i.ca+i.ve setting
in which they occur.

The commun.i.catri.ve setting accorc1ing to Dd.k . is of course ~
not objectively given for the participants in the process of
verbal interaction. But it is naturally included in the
framework of the speaker's and the addressee IS knowl.edge t

i.e.t in their beliefs or assumptions to produce or interprete
some linguistic expressions. '.;1eshall call this II 1fragmatic
Lnfo.rmat Lon'!, Pragoatic information is also defined as a
linguistic function wh i.ch in sorne way or other crucially
depends on pieces of pragmatic function.

It implies +nat the pragmatic function of the constituents
in the language expression has a considerable role in the
interaction of the speaker and the addressee within a given
pragoatic contact.. The functional approach to a language
is not a dra\'lback;rather it is an advantaGe since it will
help us to achieve pr-agraa t i,c adequacy.

2.5.1 Components of pragmatic information:- pragmatic
inforoution according to Dik (1978:128) consists of three
main cooponents:

1. The long term information concerning the world and
the possible worlds i.e. general information wh i.ch

wou'Ld include general trutho
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2. Lnro rma'ti.onderived f ron wnaf the participant
'.'pcr-co i.vas or otherwise experiences vlitl1inthe

situation in which the interaction takes place
(situational inforDEltion)••

3. Information derived from linguistic expression which
has beon exchanged before any given moment(contextual
inforl71ation)0

In the ~anifestations of prngmatic information of the
speaker and the addressee, norDally there appears great
ancurrt of comnon or shared inforIJa,tion.

There are also some instances in which a verbal
information is only available to the Speakor. Still there
are some instances in which a piece of inforDation is only
available to the Adc.1..resseeeo A linguistic expression may
also have the effect of making the il.ddrosseeavlare of somo
piece of information which he did possess, but was not
thinking about at the given mODent. In order to achieve
the desirod commun.i.cat Lve effectiveness, it is important
for each participant to have a reasonable concept about
the pro.gmatic information which is shared and unshared
between hiD and the other participant.

To summarize, it is necessary to examine the following
correlational infornatiol1.which would be shared and unsho..red
during the verbal interD.ction between the Speaker ancl the
Addressee:-
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a) the pr-agria t i c information snar-od between participants

b) the pragmatic information not shared betrwe en

c) tho pragmatic inforr.mtion shared between P1 and P2

as estiDated by P2

d) tho pr-agna t i.c .i.nt or-raatri.on not shared between P1 and

P2 as; estimatod by P2

Jissignment of pragmatic function: - Dil{ (1989: 265)

states that after the assignDent of syntactic function,

pr-agnat i,c function will t al;e place in a similar way.

According to his findings, four types of pragmatic

functions8 are distinguished under two sub-sections of

pragmatics- two clause external and two clause internal:

1 11 ••• pragmatic infornation was sub-divic1ed
in to goneral situational and contoxtual
Lnf oz-natai.on , It was argued tho.t S organizes
his linguistic expressions in accordance with
(PA)s, his estL~ates of A's pragoatic
information at the mOIJentof speaking. Sls

~.aiI!J_in::gi!meral iB~-.to,;,cuuse1. toceffect s-ome~_
change in PA In order to achieve this, S
will typicaIly start from SODepiece of
Lnt'o'rraa t i.on that I; pr'e sumabLy already possesses,
and then go on to build some information into
this, which he tni.nks is new to A and may thus
lead to 9. Dodification of PA.II (D'i.k , 1989:265)
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The assi.gnmcrrt of pragmatic functions is dopendent

J .;

upon the developDent of the pragmatic functions of the
Speaker and Addressee in the course of verbal interaction.
It is therefore. difficult to spocify these functions in
isolated sentences.. On the other hand, once they are assigned
to these functions, their influence on the forD in which they
appear will be realized.. It is because of this fact that
pr-agmatLc functions are considered to be funetio~assignable
to the constituents of individual expressions. However, it is
stated on page ~a above, the complete assi~ment of individual
expressions is assessed within some wider cor.municative
back-ground.

2.6 FOCUS: - Eocus is one of tho clause internal pr-agnat Lc
functions in any natural language text. These constituents
concern the informational status of constituents in a given
communicative setting" Dik (1989:265) forL1Ulats that:

UPragmatic infor8ation P of a person X is
defined as general inforftation , situational
information and contextual information,
consisting of the whole body of knowledge,
beliefs, feelings and preconceptions of X
at the nonerrt of speaking. It was argued that
S organizes his l~nguistic expressions in
accord~nce with (P_) IS, his estiLlate of A's
pragmatic inforr.1at'tonat the moment of
speaking. S's aiD is to effect SODe change in
p~, and in order to achieve this, Swill
ty'picallj: start froD s~pe piece of information
A presum~bly already possesses, and then
(goes on to add SODe piece of lnformation on
to this), which he thinks is new -to A and may
thus lead to Dodification of Pi;\.II.
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A Lf.ngu i.s't i.c expression will thus usually contain SOE1e

given inforuation and so~e new infornation, both interpreted
as beinG uediated through Sls estinate of P ~ It Day be

~
that Sls estioate is not fully correct i.e. does not fully
correspond to the actual structure of P 0 This Day causea
certain hitches in the oormun i.cat.Lon process. But it is
(Pa.)IS rather than Pa which determines the way in whi~h
S pragoatioally organizes his expressions.

2.6.1 F06US and its operation:- Focus lS thus the
Lnc rcnerrt of Lnror-na tion in a sentence wh i.ch the speaker
signals either structurally or contextually to the DOSt
iuportant infomatlon.

The increDent of infornation Day be anythiag iroD a
specific lexical item to the entire sentence, or the
sentential operators. The Speaker indicates which
increDent is iDportant either by using E'.. marked syntactic,
Dorphological or phonological forDS. They unanbiguously
identify the increDent or the u~~arked forD in a specific
cont cxt in wh i.ch tine Lncr'enerrt is utte::-ed. As it can be
judge(~ fron the above at.at cnerrt , the iDport&lilceof this
incrOIlent is relative to the Spec.kerls understanding of
the L.dc1resseeI s pragIJatic knowledge of the world.

The speaker believes that the Addressoe needs this
inforElatiol1in ordor to correct and reD.ffirD his present
know.Ledge 0
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Dik C1978: 1LJ-9) has st~ted that it is easiest to
deconstrate the operation of focus nssiGnDent with Q-word
questions Cwh-questions) and the answer; to then, •• 11 Thus
the following conditions illustrate the way in whi.chfocus
function workse

I· .

n) for a given predication in A7... ~.CX1) ••• the
Speaker assunes thq.tthere is a terD9 6·such that if we
substituete it for X1 in the open predication, the resulting
predicationG·C t) will be true:

l

b) the Speaker does not know the identity of d
c) the Speaker aSSUDes that the Addressee knows the" .

identity of 6 e

d) the Speaker wants the Addressee to tell hlllther
identity of 0 co

Under these cronditions, the Speaker forDs a predication
of the f'orri,f (QX1)])oc whi.ch will be realized as a Q-word

Question. Ii Q-word question lS ti1USan open prodication in
X1' in which the vari~ble X1 is bOUrt by the question
oper~tmr· Q.. Since the identity of d is the only piece of
infornation belonging to the differenco in pragnatic
inforDation between Speaker and Addressee a,sestiDated by
the Speaker, the question tern CQX1) "Jill be assigned focus
function.
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A Q-word question thus counts as a request froD the
SpoClker to the Addressee to give hiD 8, true value of S for
the questioned terD X10

the addressee does indeed know tIle true value of rSe)

for the questioned tero X1

f) the Addressee is preparod to tell the speaker the
identity of cS
Then the ./l.ddresseecan f'or'n a predication of the forI] 0/..

( ..§ )Foc which will be r-ea LLz od as D.lJ. answer to the question
of the spoo.kero

Since d is the only piece of inforDation belonging to
the difference in pragDatic infornc.tion bGtweol'1Speaker and
l~ddressee as est i.oa tcd by the j~c1c1ressee,the t or-n cf will
be assigned focus functiono In general:

1, In answers to the Q-word question, the constituent
which receives focus function is that el.enerrt wh i.ch

provides the requested iclerc.tityof the qUGstioned
constituento

2. The relevance of the focus function is also quite
clear in case of (pseudo) cleft questions and
answers. But this follows a different strategy
in fOI'L1U~atingits question froD Q-word question.
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'1:heSpeaker assunes that thore 1S an X1 such that q
(X1) is trueo

Under this condition tbe Speaker constructs ~
description of the assulJec1entity X1 of the following fOrD.

(dx. :b (x.)
1 j 1

He can use the identificational predicate which is
expressed in English by "bel!in order to forn @.. question
w i.th the f'o L'Lovri.ng s+r-uc+une ,

This structure is realized as cleft or pseudo-cleft
statenent (Dik (1978:151)0 If Vie apply this general
approach to the description of SODe concrete sentences,
we get:

1.a) Who ate the fish?
b) John ate the fish.

2.8.) 1.1110 is the one who ate the fish?
b) U110 1S it who ate the fish?
c) John is the one who ate the fish.
d) It is John who ate the fish~

In order to describe these sentences we first take the
prec1ioQ.te fo.cn of tbe verb eat:
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30 eatv (X1:anioate (X1)lg (X2:food (X2»Go
then vieforD the follovJing t erm ,

';!einsert 4 into the second ar-gunorrt slot of 3 which
gives us 8.11 open pr-cdi.ca tLon in X1:

5. Eatv (x1:aniDate (x1» (c1~:fish(~»Go we aSSUDe
that subject and object arguDents are assigned in
the following ways, in accordance with the English
rules for these opero..tions.•

6. Eatv (x1: an i.nat e (x1) )AS subj }l'oc(DX2: fish(~)ao
Here the Speaker aSSUDes that there exists aobj·

true value for x1, that t.no Addressee kT10\:lS the
identity of this value, and that the Speaker wishes
the Addressee to tell hin the identity of this
value. The Speaker can then forD the following
question predication~

7. Eatv (Qx1: aniDate (~»Ag Subj Foc(DX2:fish
(X2»Go The above tern is realized as Iwho ateObj.
fish?

Again by inserting 4 into the first arguL1ent position
we get:
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(x1): eat (x1) t. Q b' (clx2: fish be (c1x1:an i.na t ev ~...g ou J v
(x1) eatv (?f1)AgSubj (dX2): fish (~)) GO Obj (Qx3)Foc
and the structure will be realized by the (pseudo)
cleft question by ncans of expression rules as:

a) who is the one who ate fish?
b) w~o is it who ate fish?

2.6.2 ParaD~ters deternining different types of Focus:- The
description of focus in general is given~ However, the
question is how to know which part of the structure is a
focused constituent, and how to know the types of focus
constituent and tlleirdistributions in describinG 0 languageo

Both infornationally and syntactically, different
sorts of focus constructions nay CODe about depending on
the different values that the focus function Day take:

The following are the paraneters t!~atwill help to
differentiate the types of focuso

a) ?c-ope of Focus:- The point to be raised here is
whether the focus is assigned to the predjoation as a whole
or only to sO:Je constituents of the predication"

b) Eophasis or cont~ast:- acc~rding to this paraDeter,
the focus const i.tuerrt is tested whether it nece l.y gives
enphasis to the ioportance of a given constituent or
whether it contrasts the infornation of that constituent.
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iii) Special focus narki.ng particles wh.i.ch nark off

the focus constituent frOD the rest of the clauses

iv) 3pecial focus constructions vrh.i.ch includes
constructions that intrinsically define a certain distribution
of focus over the structure of the clause, such as cleft or
pseudo cleft constructions.

2.6.lt Types of focus systeD:... Different languages have
different types of focus systelJ p-nc1 use different forIJal
strategies for differentiatinG then ,

According to Dik (1989: 281) Languages require a
sub-division of the focus function to trigger these
different types of focus. The scope of focus and the
connun.i.ca'ti.vo point of focus are the na i.n pa.caraet er-s for
the Bubcategorization of focus.

Ivlostdistinctive focus types occur either 1tlith focus
on the predication as 0.. who Le , or on SODe constituent of
the predication. These scope differences will result in
different types of foeus as follows.

1. CODpletive focus: We speak of this type of
uhen the focus infor:::1utionis Deunt to fill in a gap.
type of focus is observed in Q-word questions.

focus
This
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For exanp.l.e , when sone one asks

1. ae What did Chala buy?
In the answe r b. Chala bought e.~

In the answer the focus on cOVJ is wh.i.ch signals that,
this particular inforLlation is L1eD.ntto fill the gD.p in
the above contextuo.l situation. By virtue of t1:;isfact,
sentenoe (1~) involves cODpletion.

2. ReplaciI?-.3.f.2cus:- In this case the Speaker (S)

presuDes that the Addressee (~) possesses SODe incorrect
inforoution X which is to be replaced by the correct piece
of inforIJation.

21' A. John bought coffees
S. a) No, he didn1t buy coffee, he bought rice.

b) No, he bought RICE not COFFEEf'
c) No, he d i.dn It buy COFFEE .•
d) No, he bought RICE 0

This type of focus involves two distinct steps:
rejecting the inoorrect inforIlQtion (coffee), and
presenting the oorrect infornation (Rice).

3. Expanding focus In this type of focus, S preSUJ1eS
that A possesses a correct piece of inforQation X1, but that
X is not oooplets. S knows that there is at least a piece of
infor:::lD.tionY wh i.ch is also old.to A..
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3 •. ~. John bought coffee.

s. 0.) John not only bouGht coffee, he also
bought RICE

b) Yes, but he also bought Rice.

4. Restricting fOD~S: This is the type of focus in
which an antecedently given or presupposed set is rest:t'icted
to one or Dore correct values.

A. John bought ooffee and rice
S: a) N0, he didn1t buy RICE, he only bought COFFEE

b) No, Be only bought COFPEE.

Restricting foo~s corrects the presupposed inforDation
of Ii. 0 In this case, one of the values of X is explicitly
or implicitly rejected as incorrect.

5. Selecting foous: This typo of focus is ~arkod when
focus selects an Lt on froLl a set of possible vaLucs ,

5.S: Did John buy coffee or rice1
A: He bought coffee.

Selective focus involves contrast between the
inforDation choSG!l and the inforL1ation rejected.
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The answer 'He bought COFFEE not RIOE' shows that
there is rejection of RICE III selecting COFFEb.

6. ~rallel focus: - when two pieces of inforDation
are contrasted with one linguistic expression, we speak
of IIparalle+ focusll

•

6. JOHN bought a BIKE, but PETER a CAR.

In such cases, the capitalized iteDs hnve focus
function.

Ue are now in a position to have a better understanding
of functional GraDElar i:1general and Focus functions in
particular. In the course of cliscussing the question of focus
focus, we have shown that focus is relevant to the grarmar
of all languages. Each language Day show different
focali~ing uevices and different scopes of focus. In what
follows we shall exan i.ne how focus constituents appear in
different construction of OroDo in the light of Dik (1978)

ancl (1989).
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1. Predicate fraoes are not o~nsidered as isolated eleoents,
to be inserted into independently generated structure of
SOLle kind, they are theoselves considered as structures
called predicate fraoes.

2. Functional Linguistios is an approach to analysis of
linguistic structure in which eophasis is placed on the
c onnun Lca tive function of the e Lerierrt , In addition to
their structur~l relations: (GarVin, 1963). Functional
syntax is a subat'ep:~o:ffunctimnal liJ.ilguisticsin which
syntactic structures are analyzed vlith the enpha sLs on
their cODDunicative function.

3. Descriptive adequacy is the capability of such a gramoar
to specif;:;rall line;uistic expr-essi.ons of a particular
language.

4. Structure sensitive are operation which clonot effect
chances in pre-established struotures through deletion,
substitution, and porDatation of (')~nstituents. Structure
sensitive Operations howev8r don not allow changes in p
pre-established structuresQ

5. Peroutation is one of struotur0l changing operation.

6. Underlying representation- the degree of D.bstructress
of :B"G is constrained lies in the t rcat.nerrt of lexical
iteLls- All basic contentive lexeoes of a language are
oontained in the lexioon in the fl1I'T:1 in which they O:3-n
actually appear in the expressions of the Object language.

7" It is the property of tilepredicate in relation to entities
or ter-ns ,

8" There are two external and two internal to the predication
proper. They are 'I'heme , m "1 Topic and Focus respectively...La).,

9. They are expressions which can be used to refer to
entities in sooe world.



CI:L'~PTER THREE

FOCUS S-:[ST=~M TIT ORONO-

3.1 FC?cal~zing devi,ces: Depending on their typoloe;ical
variations, Languages S11o\<1 c1ifforGnt forns of focalizing
devices to nar-k the pr-agnat i,c function of focus in c1if:corent
sentential structures. Ac cordLng to Dik (1981: 42) t he
followinG sorts are considered as tbe 8ajor devices for
signalling focus in o.ctual f or-us of linguistic expressions.

1. .Irrt onat i.ona L prooinence: stress t high tone,
cnphat Lc accent.

2. Special focus oarkers: Particles whi ch Dark off
the focus constituents froD the rest of a clause.

3. Special constituent orders: Special positions
for focus constituents in the linear order of the
clausGe

4. Special focus constructions which intrinsically
define 0. eer-cain distribution of focus over the
structure of a clause, such as cleft in pseudo-cleft
constructions 9

OrOLlo uses all of the above four types of focalizing
c_evices in diff8rent subf orrrs as wi.Ll, be discussed. In
some cases, these forrJal Deans of foco.lizing devices
intoract and in other cases tliGy are nu+ua LLy exclusive.
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Prosodic proDinence: One of the ~anifes~ations of
focus in GroDo is prosodic (intonational) proDinence
whic4 is associa~ed with focalized constituents of
sentences. '.rl1e1oc~lizint:5ele:oents are atrt acned
tq other oonstituents on which special intonation
is placed. The f'oca Ld.zad constituents are present'ed
as bein5 in contrast with other pieces of infornation
explicitly morrt i.oned in given context.

Dik (1989;63) states that as far as expressions
are conee.rned , the prosodic cont our-s (accent and
intonation) have to be sensitive to the f o'LLowi.ng

main features of the underlying clause structure.

1. lexically distinctive tone differences

..., .2. .1exi.caJ..ly-di.st i.nctri ve accent differences
'j

3. po~sitle Dodification9 in tone and accent
affected by infle~tional structures.

4. tlle-p~agfJaticfunctions assigned to the
oohsti.tuGnts.

5. the.,illocutionary operati ons, to the extent
1" that these are expressed in prosodic contours.
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The nbove Dain features appear to contribute to the

final prosodic contours of linguistic expressions in
general.

Since the essential aspects of linguistic expressions
are using the same pr-Lna ry nad i.un of expression, i.e.,

difference in pitch (tone level) with which the linguistic
expression is pronounced, the study of prosody is cODplicated.
Even t110uSh pi.t ch is a secondary feature, its contribution
to the prosodic contour is considerable.

In OroDo prosodic features are assuDec1 as one of
the focalizing devices of linguistic expressions.

In what follows, such focalizing prosodic devices
will bo exaL1inecl.

(1) a. c1aala-n ~ t\a.~;t;.-e,
c' nOQ eat -3Ds(pf)
·011a1a . ,a"Ge

b. c1aa1a -n buclc1eena -naat -e.
c ' ....nOIl bread ....eat -3rJs(pf)
'011alo,ate bread'

Both sentences follow nn SOY pattern. Since OroQo
is an SOy language, this patern, o.s it is, does not sllow
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any focused constituents. HGnce~ in a sentence like (1a),
where only subject and verb are given, a Iwhl question such
as the following Day be forDed.

(2) c1aala D8.1 Nt nao.t -e?-n
c 1 -nOD what; 8at ~3ms(pf)
I w11at did ChaIn eat?'

Sentences such as (1b) are considered to be the correct
answers for (2): Here the difference is that the answer
to a 'wh' question shows 0. focused constituent. The focus
is J:1arkedon the constituent by stress. Thus the structure
shOws the following prosodic prODinence.

c'anln nr- .,' buddeena naat -e.

cl -non breo.d eat
IChala ate bread'

According to the principle of 1!'G2,(3) wou Id get the
following representation.

past eatv (d1x.
l

(ilXj
Chala (x))i J..g Subj Top
buddeena (Xj»Go Obj Foc

The functional infor;:mtion contained in this structure
tells us that '6hal8,I is the J\.Gent, the Subject and the
Topic, and ::lUddeena'bread I isthe Goal and tne Focus of the
construction. prosodic focus, i.e., stress is assigned to
t ne Goalbucldeena in (3), because that constituent tuc1c1eenfl
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contains the crucial info~Jation requested in (2).
Dik (1979:149) argues that constituents with focus
functions present ir..forIJationbenring upon the difference
in pr-agnatri.c .i.nt'or-na ti.onbe tween the speo.ko r and the
addressee, as estioated by the spoaker.

The difference in raising terDinal in (3) shows the
difference in Deaning, froD (1b). The difference of sounds
and IJeaningsbecause of tiie observed stress in the given ._.
utterance shows the s enarrt i.cdifference when it is corapaaed

1.viththe no rraa L (neutral) foro of linguistic expression
as in (1b).

The following is another exaDple showing that constituents
on wni.ch stress falls are focused.

(4) kop'ee ..•n kun Di~YESSAl
shoes ..•nor;) this excellent •
'These shoes are excellent. r

The prosodic contour of (L!.) is -
, showing that the stress falls
I'excellent, whe n the Speaker is surprised.on BAY1~ESSA

This personal feeling towards the 'shaGs' is reflected
hy the chanGe in the stress pattern on the word BAYEESQA~
In the pra(3IJatiesof linguistic expressions, this change
in stress signals the presence of SODe sort of particular
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attention given to it in contrast to the other constituents.
This assuDption o~n be vorified by forDul~ting a
wh-question such as (5a).

(5) S·. koptee -n kun .?
-l·

shoes -ciom this , .now lS

'How are these shoes?, (it is asked to elicit
the addressee~ answer, iopra~i~n

The f'oL'Low.i.ng nay be a right response to the \'IE-question
such as (5)

(,-:. 1\ : tAY-:EESS;\. :

(it is)lexeelent'

Usually the Addressee does not repeat wh?t the
speaker has already said: he siDply supplies the desired
answer (the f'oc uae.I constituent), i.e., Lnforma t Lon
which is neviand Lnpor+ant for the Speaker.

In replying to (5), (h) certainly adds the prosodic
feature which expresses his personal feeling D.s shown
in (6) above.

'I'hs other pr-os odi.c foature which also shows focus
in this language is 'pause' as eX8Dplified in (7) and
(8) be Low e
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('() s: farda DOO- har-re , della Imesso. -tti kan Gal-e
horse or donkey cODpound in that enter ~3Ds(pf)

It is:~tl1e)borse-or (t11e)donkey that entered in the.
compound I

.£:1.: L, harree Do.De Ll.aakessD.-tti leangal-e.
donkey lS compound in -p thctt enter 3l:ls(pf)
'It is a dor:key that entered the conpound1

fardo. nri.t ,

donkey horse not.
t ( it is) a (loncleynot 8. horse I

OR
il.: iii. ~RREE (stress)

'(a) donkey'

(7 i-iii) show the same DenninG, but the Danner of focus
assign~ent is differento In (ii) the presence of a
pause after harree 'donkey' assigns focus, and in (iii)
the presence of a stress on HL.IW.EE donkey focalize it.

(8) S: c1ao.la -n k'awwe bit- -mo hin- bin n-e?
C I -noD gun buy-3ms(pf) oC foc-buy-nog
'Did Chala buy a gun or not?
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OR
c1aala -n k1awwe hin -bit -n
c I -nOD gun foc buy neg

-e?
-3Ds(pf)

lDidnIt ChaLa buy a gun?'
/A:i. bit -e.

buy -3E1S (pf)
,(he) bougllt'

(8Ai) is a correct answer to (8). The predica.te
is focused by a high pitch stresso It Deans that
'Chal(1has already bought a Gun.. The question in (8)
is whether Chala has bought a Gun or note

In all the above sentences prosodic FM such ass
stress, and pause are shown

Tl1eseFl'i focalize NP " VP ,il.dj, and PP .•s s - s s

Regarding the scope of focus, prosodic contour FMs
are shown to focalize only the constituent to which they
are assigned, that is, the entire sentence c§.nnotbe
focused by a single prosodic FM .•

There are different ways in which a piece of
inforoation !:laybe iDportant or salient. This is based
on the paraDeters deterDining different types and
functions of focuso
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The types of focus that are characterized by
prosodic contour include assertion, counter assertion
and exhaustive listinge These are distinguished in
terms of differences in cODnunicative effects

viord Ordering:

Dik (1978:174) claims that the basic ideas of
constituent order are the results of three Quin fODces
which counteract with each otner3• One of these three
forces is tho preference for assigning certain specific
positions (in particular, the initial position in a
clause) to certain constituents having topic and focus
functions 0 This preference according to him is ~ccounted
for factional patterns~

This general principle implies that focused
constituents nay cbe plaeed. in posmtionEGothe.r~tha:nis
in their linear syntactic positions for pragmatic
reasons(,

Those types of focus and others nre described in sub
section (3.2) of this paper on page ~

These are described on sub section (3.4) on page •
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One such case in Oromo is word orclervariations,
the purpose of which in syntagliJaticstructure is to
exploit certain sentential positions whicb have been
assigned specific functional values in the linguistic
expression .•

8entences such as (9) will be presented
(9) i ..

~c'aala -n buddeena naat -e
c' -noD bread eat -3fJs(pf)
'Chala ate bread'

ii. buddeena c'aala -n naat -e
bread C I -nom eat -3os(pf)
'Chala ate bread'

fJlostdiscussions of constituent order explicitly
or i~plicitly rely on the distinction between the
neutral or unnarked order and tne non-neutral or mar-ked

word order of constituents.

Since OroDo is an SOV lancuage, any word order
other than this pattern is the liJarkedone. In~9ii)
budcleena 'bread' is outside the SOV pattern, representing
the new information .i , e., 'l:'!hatc 'ala ate I •• Since
buddeena 'bread' in (9ii) is not part of the predication,
it cannot be considered as an entity about which infor[]ation
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is provided in the discourse as a Topic. The only
pr-agnat Lc function tnat should be assigned to budcleena
f bread' is focus. The follovlinG is different frOD (9ii)

(10) buddeena naat -e c'aala -n
bread eat -30s(pf) c' -nom
(Lit) 'Ate broad - CheLa '

, IChala ate breacl.

The above sentence (10) unlike (9ii) has a topicalized
'NP'Chala. In OroDo any constituent other than the object
iDDediately following the subject is focalized.

(11) tulluu-n kaleessa harkka daaba Dah -e.

t -nom yesterday hand deba hit -3IJs(pf)
'Tullu hit Daba's hand'

The above sentence has an SOV pattern with a teDporal
constituent which the Speaker is assumed to emphasize
focus. Here in (11) the temporal kalessa is focalized.

(12) tulluu -n saggar cleeTi1-e
t -nom Addis bO -3f:1s(pf)
'Tullu went to Addis Ababa'

In (12) sagsar 'Addis Ababa' is focused. The fact
that Sasgar the place where ~ulu went to appears imIJediately
after the topic, Tullu, shows that the NP saggar is focused&
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In such nn expression the Speaker is assuDed to

eDpho.size the place where Tullu went nnelthe Addressee
is expected to conprehend that this is so.

Howev er , depending on tt.e context, focus Day be
assigned to an entire sentence, to 0. predicate, or to
an IifP.

For example (1) C3.nbe a correct answer to either
(13.i) or (13.ii).

(13) i. c'aala -n mal JOd -e?
c' -nom what do -3ms(pf)
'what did Chala do?'

ll. e~nu -t naat -e
who eat -3ms(pf)
'..Jho eat?'

3.1.3 Special Focus Markers:

(14) tuffa -n ra?e klnal -e
t' -nom goat kill -3ms(pf)
'Tufa killed (a) goat.'

Bince the sentence follows the SOV pattern, the
.A.ddressecannot differentiate which constituent of (14)
is focused. According to Watters (1979:77) such
structures are neutral or (unDarked; •

. '
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(15) tuuffo. -Il ra?e hin k'aal -e
tt -nOD goat FI'I iR:ill -3ms(pf)
'Tufa killed the !="oat'o •

(15) is different from (14). ~ore the presence of the
prefix hi~ focalizes the verb k'_~al 'iill1e This ti~e
the Speaker is assuned to assert (confirr:J)that Tufa has
really kill2,d the goat. The errpha si.sis on whet her or LOt
Tufa has killed a sheep.

In (15) the scope of focus in the predication. Since
the sentence is IJeantto confirm that the action has taken
place, the type of focus is Assertive. The comDunio3.tive
point of this type of focus is that the action of killing
a goat has info.ctbeen conpLet ed , i.e., and this is shown
by completive focus.

According to Andrzejeillski(1959) and Baye (1988),

ain in Oromo has got two functions.

In syntactic structure hi~- forDs a discontinunus
lJorepheme with the suffic ::E. to show negation, whereas in
praGmatic it serves as a presento.tional focus markere The
present study hOvJ8ver follows the FG approach that hin is
an assGrtive focus marker, as it is shown in (15) whi.cn
would be a possible answer to the (wh) question about
what Tufa has donee
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(16) tuffa -n mal goD -e?
t -nom what do -3E1S(pf)
'What did Tufa ao?'

However, if we question the subject as in (17):

(17) enuu -t- ra?e klaal -e
who goat kill -3ms(pf)
'Who killed (a) goat? 1

(18) will be the correct answe.

(18) tuffa -tu ra?e kraal -e
t -nom FH goat !till -3ms(pf)
tIt is ~ufa that killed a goat'

In (18), the FH -tu is used to focalize the subject
NP. The type of focus is assertive. The function of this
FM is completion. This type of focus has the function
of restrictin3 the gap. The Ff'iI:1..l:!. in (18) above also
fills the gap that it is Tufa and no body else who killed
a goat" According to Baye (1988), this FH is selected to
show a contractive function ••

OroDO shows other predicate FN as in the following
eX8..I1ples:

(19) i. kitaaba -n buuppa bit -e.

k -nom egg buy -:?L1S(pf)

'Kitaba bought an egg'
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ii. kitao.ba -n buuppa bit -e -ra
k -nom ege; buy -31:.1s F~1

'Kitabo.bought an e 0'p.' r
Dc>

In (19 i) there is no focused constituent. But in
(19ii) the presence of ~ f'o l Lowi.ng the VP focalizes it.
'l'hetype of focus is assertive and t hc function of =E£. is
to show the completion of the thing expressed by the verb.
The scope of the focus is limited to the verb.

There is another Flvj vrhi.ch has the same scope, and
which functions like hin-

(20) i. tuffa-n ra?e hin -kaal-e -bar.
t -mom goat l?M kill-3r;lS(pf)Fr1

'Tufa killed 0. goat'

ii. tuufa -n ra?e kaal -e-ra Dar
t -nom goat kill 3ms(pf' ) FM }i'I1

'Tufa killed a goo.t'

iii. t-.~ufa-n ra?e hin -ka0.1 -e ...ra
t -nom goat FI'!f kill -3ms(pf) J!'H

tTufa killed a goat'

In both (20)i-ii) the presence of ...~ with hin- or
-ra shows that the two FI·1sare not in compLeraerrt a.cy
distribution.
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From (20 iii) above we have seen that the assigrunent

of t\'JO:F'Hssiraul.t aneous Ly to either the NP or the VP
woul.d leaQ to ungro..I:lDaticality.This ma.y Dean that ~
is an FIJIwh i.ch focalizes the entire sentence. In 20( i-ii3.-
the entire sentence is focalized. The function of ~
is to S:10W that the acti.on is infact completed. by somebod.y.

Both hin- and -rD. are Fivi of the vorb in a sentence.
But the difference is thD.t the prefix ~- comes prior to
the VP, whereas :-:-~CODes 6\t_,theencl. 'I'h i.sis shown in (21)

(21) i. tuufa. -n ra?e hin -k'D.a1 -e
t- -mon fSoat FT1 kill -3ms( pf )
'Tufa killed a goat'

ii. tuufa -n rD.?e kae.L -e -ra.
t -nom goat kill -3ms F~jJ

'Tufa has killed a Foatt
<::) .

iii. tuufa -n -.- . -ra?e hiD ....kaale -ra.
t -nOIl boat FIJI kill -3Els(pf)~f'I
'Tufa killed a goat'

Unlike (i) and (ii),(iii) is une;ramatical. This
unBrammaticality appears because of two FMS for the same
Vp constituent. The unacceptaJility of the sentence
shows that the VP FMs .b.i£- o..nc1-~ cannot occur at the
same time. It IlQD.nsthey arc in complementary
di.str-LbutLon , Once the Ft,1 hin- is used there is no

need for -E.§:..
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l~nother FM which focalizes the Object NP is -~ as

it is shown below.

(22) I , c'aE'.ltu-n aannan jaala -ti
C f -nom milk like -3fs(pf)
'Chnltu likes milk'

ii. c'o..altu-n aannan -uma jaala -ti·
C I -nom milk _ll'M like -3fs(pf)
'Chaltu likes milf (not tea or coffee)

~ focalizes the precedinG ~waannan'milk'.

The type of focus is counter- assertive. And its
scope is the Object NP.

i.*C "ae.Lt u -una o.ann8.njaala -tie
c ' -nom milk like
'Chaltu likes milk'

-3fs(pf)

...
ii.",V-c"aa'l,tu -tu annaan -uma jalla,t -ti

c ' nom-Ffl milk Fr'l like -3:8'8(PF)

'Chaltu likes Bilk'

iii~c· 'aaltu -n annan -UT.1a hin jaal?, -ti
c f -nom milk FM FlVI like -3fs(pf)
'Clmltu likes rri.Lk t

(23) shows that -~ which is an object FM is in
comp'LLment ar-y distribution with other Fj\lsin a sentence.
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(23) shows that -UD unlike -t:u is not a subject
FM. It is rather an Object Fl'-'l. The function of -~
is to show selection. It contrasts aflnnan 'milk' with
some other unknown entity. v]hich is, of course, new
inforrnation to the Addressee.

Another FN is tile element -oh. This FfvI is believed
to focalize subject NP •s

(24) i. muc'ua -n Duf -e?
boy -nom come ~3ms(pf)
'Did the boy come?'

ii. Ii1uc'aanob Duf -e?
boy ....nom FlvIcoI:1e--3ms(pf)
'Did the boy come?1

The presence of .....Q.h followinr; the subject HP shows
that the NP is focalized. The scope is the NP muc'aa
'boy'

f25) *muc "aa -.n Duf ...e oll?
boy -nom come -3ms(pf):8'H
'Did the boy come?'

(25) is unucceptable because -oh cannot occur with
a verb. Hence, we conclude thut ...oh is a subject NP
FM. It is un undifferentiated4 focus marker. It may be
categorized un~er the illocutionary operation.
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.-- However the function of this F~1 is to get the
correct information, hence it requests an asserted question.

3.1.4 Special focus constructions: In OroDo categories
such as PP's and AP's are observed to be subject to focus
assignment. r~ye (1988) has stated that Da can be
incorporated into PP's ulee-n'with a stick' and kawwee-n
'with a gun' when these categories are focused.

(26) c'aala -n makiina -Da -11 Duf-e
ct -nom car FM -with come -3ms(pf)
'It is by car that Chala camel

Here in (26) Da in the a FP's pakii~ -n -Qy ~ car
shows that these categories are f ccused, The type of
focus indicated is assertive. The scope is the PP. The
function is completiveg

In Oromo, as in other languages, UH..•questions
(Q-\vord questions) universally contain constituents tha;.t
mark soue information gape Since a Q-word signals such
~ gnp, it is considered a focal element. By using a
Q-word as 'st signals what, where, when and how a thing
is done.
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(27) c'aala -n
c· -nClQ whatdo -3mf(pf)
'What did Chala do?!

The Speaker signals:

i. that he presumes Chala did something~

.i.i , that be does not know what Chala d i.d ,

iii. that he presumes that the addressee knows
what; Cha La dido

iv. that he wishes the addressee to tell him
wha.tCbala did.

'l\hequestion can thus be compared to an "open f cr-m"

of the following kind:

(28) c'aala. -n k'oop'e bit ••e.

c • -nom shoes buy -3ms(pf)
'Chala bought sl1oes",

Consider also the following:

(29) c'aal~ -n ecca deem .•..e?
c I ••nor.J where (';0 ....3ms(pf)
I\Jheredid Chala gO?1
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The Speaker in (30) aSSUDes that

i. Chala has gone somewhere.
ii. he does not know where he has gone,

iii. the addressee knows where Chala has gone.
lV. he wishes the addressee to tell hiD

where he has gone.

1Bence (29) can be compared to an open form of
answer such as:

(30) c'aa10 -n saggar deeD ~e
c ' -nom Addis
'Chala went to Addis'

Thus, Q-word questions help to find out what is
'new' or important to a Speaker.

(31) i. isii:-n crist -u efinu?
she -nom sleep who
'who is she (that) sleep?!

In (31) tilewoman tnat is sleeping is unknown. It
is new for tl1eSpeaker. The question requests this new
information (the salient). This time the name(the
personality of the wODan) is needed to be focused.
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Cross-linguistically speaking, special focus
constructions are one of four devices used to denote
salience. They are exemplified as follows.

(32) i. c'aaltl1u-n Eluuzii -fuDa -tt- e.
c' -nom banana take -3fs (pf)
tChaltu took (the) banani3-1

ii. c'ao.ltu Da muuz i, kan fuD0 •..tt -e.
cl be banana that take -3fs(pf)
, .. '- is Cho.ltu that took the bananEl-•. .'~',J

(32 i) follows a linear word order. There is no FIVI.

However in (32 ii) due to the presenoe of a cleft,
construction we get a focalized constituent. Here,
~o.o.ltl2£:. is focussed. As l;'Jatters(1979) and Baye

(1988) stated such ~onstructions show focus.

The type of focus in (32 ii) is assertive.. Sinoe it
restricts the function of the focused oonstituent, its
function is restrictive.

3.2 Scope of Focus in Oromo: It is 0. question of
whether focus is assignod to predicate as a whoLe

or only to some comstituent in the predicate.
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¥ocus on tho predication as a whole; \'Jhenfocus
is on tho predication as a whole, it concerns the
illocationary point of predic~tion. If the predication
is presented as an assertion, then the focus will fall
on the truth value of the assertion.

(33) mucaa-n buudeena nat -e ra -bar.

'(The) boy has oaten bread'

In (33) there are two FMs. They focalize
differently. The former FM (-ra) focalizes the
predicate or the verb only. The second FM (-bar)
focalizes the predication as a \\Thole.

3.2.2 Focus on some constituents of predication:
Iani farda GURR1~CCA ~n jaalaD-a.(34)

I horse BLi\.CK -acc like -1,ps(pf)
'I like black horsel

GU~~~CCA 'black' is stressed and, hence, focused.
The presence of stress shows that the ,.Spea.kerrefers
not to a wn i,te horse but to a b'l.ac k one •

.I: I

Thus, 'GURli.A£CA Iblack' restricts the term farc1a
'horse'. The restrict or foca.lizes the tero horse. The
scope is OTI the term.
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(35) tuuia -n gaange L1:"HA bit-u barbaad-2..
t -nom mule buy Ir1P warrt

'Tufa wan ts to buy two mu'l.e s t

Here in (35) ~ 'two' restrics the thing that
Tufa wants to buy, that r;ao.nr;e'mule'. The restrictor
focalizes only the term Baange 'mule'

One focus or more: In Oromo within a single
sentence different :B'l"ismay serve to focalize different

constituents. For example, there are two FJVI hin- and ...bar

(36) £h. kitaaba -tu buuppa bita -t...e -bar.
k' -nom FM eg~ buy -3rnf(pf) FM.
'It lS kitaba who bought an egg for himself.

In C36) the Fr.'} -tu focalizes a subject NP k i.t.aba,..-_.

wheroas the FM -bar focalizes the predication.Ccf.33
above)

Hence it is logical to say that in Oromo more
than one FM are possible.

The ungrnmmaticality of C37i-iii) shows that Obj FM
-uma is in comp'l irnentiar-y distribution ",ith subj ).!'M tu 2 VP

Fi:'1 hin-, -ra.
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(37) "¥} "t tu buppuna b".J- -ra.a , {J. aaba lv -e
k buy -3Els(pf)
lIt is Kitab§ who bought an egg'

ii.*kitaaba -11. buppuma hin bit -e
-nom egb FIVi buy -3ms(pf )

IKitaba bought an ege'

iii~ite;abn -11. buppurna bit -e -ra
k -nom egg buy -3ms(pt) FIVI

'Kitab& bought an eggl

3.3 Typos Qf Focus in the aroma LanGuag~: Five types of
focus are observed in the language.

Assertive Pocus ; A.ssertive ]'ocus expresses
ideas which the Speaker believes, assumes,
or knows that the heared does not share
with him or her$

(38) tufaa -tu k'awwee bit -e
t gun buy -3ms(pf)
'It is Tufa who bought a gun'

Here the person who bought a gun is D..ssertedto
be Tufa. Other mVIs such as hin-, ~, -ba~, serve to
assign Assertive focus to constituents ubich they
focalize.
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Counter Assertive Focus: This type of Focus is
observed when information is negatively asserted by
the Speaker. Consider the following.

(39) lakki tufaa -n k'a1;Jueehin
no t -noE'} e;un

bit -n -e.

buy neg -3ms(pf)
'No 'I'uf'adid not buy a gun I

The information in (38) above is counter asserted
in (39) by the Fl'IJ11J-n-nand the negative marker Lakk i,-.

at senten6a initial position.

E0:haustive 1-isting Focus: The information
which the Speaker forwards is uniques in the sense that
the rest of the sentence is true only with respect to
it, and. false with respect to all other units of
information which could apparently be substitueted
for it.

(40) t It D -..•.c 0.0. u- 10. accl (leem -t -e.

c' be there that go -3fs(pf)
lIt is ChaLtu who went there. I

This type of focus prevails in cleft constructions.
The structure in (L~O)means that INo other person but
Tullu is the one who came'. Here the whole inforr:Jation
about who came is given.
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3.3.4 Polar Focu£.: "~ccording to T1atters (1979) pol~r
focus expresses the ~ or false value which
t~e Speaker forwards concerning a presupposition.
T~is type of focus confirms th~t SODe action
has infact taken place.

(LJ:,l) ij ol Le-c _ -n buddeena. naato. -ni -rue
ohilclren -nom bread oat -Pl FM
'The children did cat broGd.'

(1:1) means the children have indeed oaten bread.

3.3.5 Counter assertive polar focus: This is the
type of Foous in which the truth value which a
third S')eaker counter Lssorts agad.ns t another,
already o0unter D.ssertcd inforDD.tion. In other
Hords, it is a countor assertion to an D.lreacly
counter asserted utterance.

(LJ-2) 1~: sare -n kun buddeena nut -e
uog -nom this bread eat
'Did this Gog eat bread?'

In the following sentence, ,~'s information, is
counter asserted by (B) in (L~3) using tl1eFM- hin
and the negative markor.=,g.
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(43) B: hin n~a t - n.... -B.

(no) EN eat 3DS neg-3Ds(pf)
,~o it did not eat'

C: Lakk i. f ooni -s kenne ne -f.

no Dent too give (pf)for (it)
'No, it has been given Deat tooe'

In the above utterances, the counter assertion
v/11ic11is uttered by IE I is again counter asserted by
IC' and thus polar focus is observed.

3.4 Function of Focus in OroDo: A~ainst the~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~-
background of previous discussions, we shall noVJ observe
the function of focus in Oromo.

3.4.1 CODpletive Focus: It lS that function of
focus which shows information ttat fills a gap.

This is expressed in Q-word questions like the
following:

(~) claala ....n mal bit -e.
C I -ciom what buy -3ms(pf)
''<]hatdid Ch2,la buy? I

The addressee infers that the Speaker has the
following presuppositional structures.
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(45) c'aa1a -n X:X b'-!- -elv-
c'8.8.18.-nom X buy ",:,,3IJs(pf)
'Cha1a bought X·. ---

(45) fvIo.ybe the presuppositiona1structure in
which the gap is expectod to be filled in. The answer
to (44) is:

(46) c'aa1a -n ui'fata bit •..e
cl -nom clothes buy -3ms(pf)
ICbaIa bought clothes'

uffata represents the information needed to fill
in the (jap in (46). Its stress shows that it is so.lient.

Selective Focus: ~'Jespeak of selective focus
when the focused information selects one iteIJ from

aDong a presupposed set of possible ·va1ues.

(47) S: c'acln-n farde. •.•mo gangee bit -e
C I -nOD horse or IJule buy -3ms(pf)
IDid Chala buy a horse or a mule?'

The presupposition is:
C1aala bought X:X ~ farda or X~ gange

This presupposition is expressed in one of the
followin(j vJays.
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( LJ-8) A :i e tD.I'(Labit -e
horso buy -3ns(pf)
,(he) bought a horse I

OR
A ii.iarda (by showing stress) & 'horse'

The selected NP is 'stressed' and hence, it is
focussed.

The focused iteD in (48) is far'd0 and it is the
value of X. Selective focus involves contrast. In
this caso, it iDplicitly or explicitly excludos other
presupposed vo.lue(s) as in~orr8ct values of X. When
the contrast is made explicit, 10'10 get constructions
such as LJ-9.

(LJ-9 ) i. inni fardD. bit -e, fi;c:me;eerri.t i.,

he horse buy -3ns(pf) mule not
'he bought a horse, not ~ mule'c.,

ii. gaangee mitL,

mule not
(it~is) not (a) mule.

Thus selective focus may involve two constituents
of which one is selected as a correct value, and the
other is rejected as an incorrect value. Howeve, selective
focus does not only correct the wronG Lnf'o rmat i.on but
also replaces it by correct information.
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3.4.3 Replacing Focus: It is a function where a
specific .i.t em is replaced by another , The follO\'jing
exaQple shows this function.

(50) A: re.?ebit-e
c' -nom goat buY-3~s(pf)
'Chala bought a goat'

B: lakki, inni ra?e hin bit n-e hoola bit-e
no he goat ]'1·1 buy neg 3ms(pf)
sheep buy -3rns(pf)
'No he did not buy n ~oat (he) bought a sheep'

In (50) rejection is realized by the ]'n hin and
the negative marker lakki and -n the correction is- -
by the stress on the replaced NP, namely hoola 'sheep'

It is shown in the above structures that replacing
focus involves distincitive steps of r-enov ing the
constituent carrying the incorroct information, that is
ra?e 'goat' and substituting it by the correct
Lntormat Lon , hool~ 'sheep t *

These two steps are rejection and correction,
respoctively.
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( 51) c 10.0.10. -11 hin-deeD n-e hin-ta? -e -male.
C I -nom ]'M go nog 3ms(pf) FM stay
3IilS( pf ) but
'Chala did not go but stayed.'

The first 121E. -shows tho.t 'Chala's going to
somewricz-e i is ncga+od , The second ~li.~."':"'however confirras
the corrected inforwation. Thus the function of replacing
focus is realized.

Although rejection is sometio.eS5_incompletewithout
a following corroction, there are circuDstances in

\which a constitu~nt to be corrected is predicnted.
Consider the following example.

man FI"l here come-30s(pf) thin not
'The man (who) came here is not thin'

In (52) the acldressee may rightly conclude that
the correct statement is that 'the person is ~' even
if this is not stated in the oorrecting constituent.

The fact that the constituents are in binary
opposition makes it easy for one to predict the
correct inforDation.
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3.4.4 Exp~clinF; Focus: By expand i.ng function of focus
information is Doant tho ad~ition of the
antecedently Given or presupposed .i.nr or-ma t i.on ,

fo.rcla bit -e.
c' -nom horse buy -3ms(pf)
'Chala bought a horse. I

fardE\.Dale ,C;angeesbit-e
c' -nom horse not only a mule buy
-3Jl1S(pf)
'Cho.laboue;ht not only a horse but 8.1so
a mule.

t- ii fardo. male bitIi: ayyen ganGes -e.
yes horse not Dule buy -3r:1s(pf)

'yes, not only diel he buy a horse but
also a mu'l.o ,

Expanding focus contains an element of correction.
In this sense (i) indicates that he believes that'S's
information is imoamplete with respect to the value of
X in the pr-e suppos it i.on , Thus, he adds t11e new
information.
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3.4.5 Restriction Focus: It is a function of focus by
wh i.ch 0. presupposed set of inforIJation is restricted
to one or morc correct values aoonG the set.

presupposition of h:
(54) h: c1aala-n X:bit-e X=farda and barre.

X=horse and donke1C J. -nom X:buy-3IJs(pf)
'Chala bought a horse and a mule.

B: lakki inni barre -uma -bit -e
no he donkey FJVl buy -3ms(pf)
'No he bought only the donkey I

The rejecting focus corrects the presupposed
Lnfo.rmat i.on of 'A' in that at least one value of X
is explicitly or implicitly rejected as incorrects

The following is another example for restricting
focus.

(55) c'aaltuu -n dammile rra biftuu -UDo. jalaa -ti
c' -nOD dammile than Biftuu FH like -3fs
'Chalo.likes Biftu more than DaDilel

It Deans Chaltu likes Biftu more than the other
counterpo..rtNP, Damm.i.Le , Here the proference is
restricted to an NP Biftu.
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Parallel Focus: This function of focus is
usod when a Speaker contrasts two pieces of
inforr,)ationwithin one linguistic expression as in:

(56) clnala-n fardE\.bit -e Tullu-nts harre bit-e
c-l-,- _nor.1hors e buy -3IilS ( pf ) Tullu-enom donkey buy

'Chala bought a horse and Tullu bought a donkey'

Each of the unde r'L'i.ncdNP has prosodic-stresss
focus assigned to it by the internal relation of the
contrasted pairs c 'o.alo.farda and ~l1-u ha.EE.§.,who se
function is parallel. The focused NPs in this case do
not necessarily reject or correct any thing In the
pragDatic information of the addressee.

The strong pa.ra'l.Le Li.sm bet....vecri two or more pairs
or constituents in observed. This pairl;.J'iserelation
belongs to the same seDantic category usually ho.ving
the same functional status as follows:

(57) claala ni -f tulluu -n.: farda-fi gange bit-a ni ,

c' -nom and tullu - nom horse and mule buy (pf)
3r:JS(pf)
'Chala and Tullu bought a horse and a mule.
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Here, Chala and Tullu have got pairwise parallel
relations with horse and mule.

(57) means Chala bought; a hor-ae and Tullu
bought a ~ule. Hence focus is assigned by the internal
relation of the contrasted pa~rs.
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NOTES

1. Illocutionary conversation can take difforent forms
of pragnatics.

2. Constituent orders are the results of three
main forces:

~) The preference for having constituent with
the same function in the same structure •.

b) The preference for assigning certain specific
positions.

c) The preference for having constituents orders
from left to right in order of increasing
categories.

3. Undifferentiated F'f1- This type of FN according to
De Vries (1985) has no definite focal element
(does not have a specific category to be focused).

4. Open forLl of predication- ~ predicate frame can be
called to in a sense that it provides structures
from which predications can be formed.by the
insertion of term structures.
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Sm'lI"lliRY.ii-I'ID CONCLUSION

The study has attempted to fill in a Gap by
analizing focus the features of the language in light
of Dik (1978 and 1989)

In Chapter One a general introduction including the
related literature of the subject is given. In this
part particular attention is given to studies on focus.

In Chapter Two the theoretical framework of Dik
(1978) and (1989) is discussed. In tbis Chapter a
reasona;)le impression of the feasibility of grammatical
descriptions according to the theory of Functional
Grammar is presented. It is found that J:!'Gspecifies
functional relations at three different levels.

(ti.)

(ii)
(iii)

semantic function Lgent, Goal, Recipient etc.
Syntactic function: Subject and Object
Pragmatic functions: Theme and Tail, Topic
and focus

Leaving aside the first two levels, the study has
shown the conGept of pragmatic function in general and
the function of fo,"us in particular.
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In Chapter Three, the focus systems of Oroma have been
examined 8 In this section prosodic prominence, special word
order, special focus markers, and special constructions are
argued to be focalizing devices in the language.

The types of Focus are Assertive Focus, Counter Assertive
Focus, Exhaustive Listing Focus, Polar Focus and Counter Polar
Focus. These types are observed to exhibit the following six
function: Completing, Selecting, Replacing, Expanding,
Rest~icting and parallel focus.

In Oromo, focus has two scopes_focus on part of the
sentence and focus on the predicate. It is also found that
two devices can be used within a single sentential structure.

The distribution of Focus shows that focus markers follow
NPs, follow or precede the verbs and LD sentential focus, the
markers follow the sentence.

Because of the pragmatic and dialectical variations, such
a study needs a considerable time and money. The researcher by
no means claims that this study is exhaustive.
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